
MURO

Passive 2-way Loudspeaker for wall mounting

Available Versions: 

MURO VO (Vertical, Onwall) 
MURO VI   (Vertical, Inwall) 

MURO HO (Horizontal, Onwall)
MURO HI   (Horizontal, Inwall)

Tweeter: 1x 1" Titan Dome with Waveguide
and Acoustic Lens

Woofer-Midrange: 1x 5“ HDA-Membrane

Sensitivity: 85dB/1Watt@1m
Nominal Power: 40 Watt RMS
Impedance: 6 Ohm (Minimum)

Frequency Range: 46Hz-22’000Hz
(-6dB, Wall mounted)

Baffle Material: CREANIT® white, white-grey, black

Cabinet Material: MDF
Inwall (VI / HI) Uncoloured
Onwall (VO / HO) Nextel coating, light-grey

Dimensions (H x W x D) 

MURO VO: 526 x 216 x 94mm
MURO HO: 268 x 420 x 94mm

MURO VI
(Wall Gap) 506 x 196 x 98mm
(Baffle) 526 x 216 x 15mm
MURO HI 
(Wall Gap) 248 x 400 x 98mm
(Baffle) 268 x 420 x 15mm

Weight: 6kg

Technical adaptions are subject to change without notice

KLANGWERK GmbH  –  Wieslergasse 6  –  8049 Zürich – Switzerland

Tel.  +41 (0)43 818 44 90
Fax  +41 (0)43 818 44 91
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The membrane of the metal tweeter is very light and stiff. The high output 
and the Waveguide allow a low crossover frequency. The tweeter is 
covering a wide frequency range, what makes the sound open and clean. 
The Acoustic Lens improves the dispersion in the highest frequency range 
and protects the membrane.

Cabinet and mounting

The passive filter is composed of few but high quality polypropylene-film 
capacitors and air-core inductors. This is another contribution to the open, 
natural and vivid sound of MURO.

Passive Filter

Titan-Tweeter with Waveguide and Acoustic Lens

INVITATION TO LISTEN

High-performance loudspeakers don't have to be free standing objects. 
Speakers which are mounted in or on a wall deliver a surprising sound 
experience: They are nearly invisible but fill the room with music.  They 
can perform as good as the free standing versions, if they benefit from 
three acoustic advantages: 

The radiation of wall speakers is more controlled, because the sound 
waves radiate semi-omnidirectional away from the wall. To realize this 
effect, the cabinet must be as flat as possible - best if it is in the wall.

A flat cabinet on or in a wall has mainly one radiating surface to the 
room, what reduces coloration of the sound through the cabinet.

The wall amplifies the bass. With a special alignement we get an 
unusual deep bass out of a small cabinet with small drivers.

Music out of the wall

MURO performs well in Stereo and in Multichannel Systems. Many 
configurations are possible. The speakers are also a good choice in 
conference rooms, shops; wherever a high sound quality and an elegant 
design is required.

MURO is available as a vertical (V) and a horizontal version (H) and both as 
inwall (I) or onwall (O) versions. V is for all Left/Right positions and H for 
Center channel but also for Left/Right positions. 

STEREO MULTICHANNEL

Stereo- and Multichannel- (Surround-) reproduction

The cabinet is divided in two parts: On 
a stiff structure of MDF, a flat baffle of 
CREANIT® is mounted. Creanit is an 
artificial stone with high density and 
high inner damping. The baffle is 
decoupled from the MDF-structure with 
foam stripes to reduce vibration. 

The Creanit-baffle is robust, because 
the colour is in the material. It can 
easily be restored and even changed. 
For special applications it can also be 
enamelled.

The box is mounted decoupled from 
the wall to prevent wall vibrations. 

The membrane is made of High-Definition- Aerogel, which is light, stiff and 
has a high inner damping. The membrane of a small driver is basically 
stiffer than larger ones and performs very well in the midrange and upper 
bass.

The amplification of the bass through the wall is used to design a 
bass-reflexsystem with a deeper and more powerful bass than in a 
comparable free standing box. The effect is astonishing.
The bassreflex-port is flat to get a laminar air flow for low distortion. The 
port is integrated in the Creanit-baffle to keep it invisible.

Mid-Woofer with HDA-Membrane


